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ABSTRACT

Three methods to achieve Blind Source Separa�
tion are applied to the foetal electrocardiogram �ECG�
extraction problem� Principal Component Analysis
�PCA�� Higher�Order Singular Value Decomposition
�HOSVD� and Higher�Order EigenValue Decomposition
�HOEVD�� The �rst one gives uncorrelated source sig�
nals by means of second�order tools� while the last two
resort to higher�order statistics of the data signals� so
higher�order independence is attained� When tested on
real ECG data� the last two produce better results than
the former� with the HOEVD yielding the best perfor�
mance� as expected from the theoretical unfolding�

� INTRODUCTION

��� Foetal Electrocardiogram Extraction

One interesting problem on Biomedical Engineering
is the foetal electrocardiogram �ECG� extraction� So�
called invasive techniques have been shown to be very
accurate� but require access to the foetal scalp� An ear�
lier diagnosis using non�invasive techniques is desirable�
These usually involve measurements form electrodes lo�
cated on di�erent points of the mother	s skin� As a re�
sult� foetal ECG �FECG� and maternal ECG �MECG�
components appear mixed together in the recordings�
In addition� other random disturbances must be con�
sidered� which become important due to the low level
of the FECG signals� mains interference� maternal elec�
tromyogram�EMG� interference� thermal noise from the
electrodes and other electronic equipment� etc� Hence�
it is necessary to separate the desired foetal contribu�
tions from the rest of the non�desired signals that dis�
turb the cutaneous recordings� This task of obtaining
the FECG from skin electrode signals is an example of
the so�called inverse problems� which can be coped by
using Blind Source Separation tools�

��� Blind Source Separation �BSS�

Let fxi�t�� i 
 �� �� � � � � qg be the set of q
source signals� statistically independent and zero�mean�
and f yi�t�� i 
 �� �� � � � � pg the p observed signals�

formed by unknown linear combinations of the un�
known sources� plus some additive noise fni�t�� i 

�� �� � � � � pg� assumed to be Gaussian� mutually inde�
pendent as well as independent from the source signals�
Then� the following matrix equality can be established�
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or Y 
 M �XN � The aim of BSS is to retrieve X� the
source signals� and M � the linear transformation from
the sources to the observations� from the knowledge of
the data signals contained in Y �
As far as the FECG extraction problem is concerned�

we assume that the data consists of p ECG signals which
are obtained by p electrodes located on the mother	s
body� After digitisation of the signals� each one con�
sists of T samples and the data can be written as the
matrix Y above with dimensions p � T � It is stated in
��� that the MECG can be composed as a linear combi�
nation of m statistical independent vectors� which form
the MECG�subspace� Accordingly� the FECG can be
composed as a linear combination of f vectors� which
span the FECG�subspace� These signals that compose
the ECG subspaces are the source signals� and can be
written as the matrix X above with dimensions q � T �
where q 
 m  f � The linear combination coe�cients
form the matrix M �p � q� which represents the trans�
fer from the bioelectric sources to the electrodes� If the
additive noise that unavoidably appears in all real ap�
plications is also taken into account� represented by a
matrix N with dimensions �p � T �� we have exactly a
problem like ���� Therefore� the separation of the foetal
from the maternal ECG can be modelled as a BSS prob�
lem� given T samples of the p data signals �matrix Y ��
estimate the source signals �matrix X� and the coef�
�cients of the linear transformation �matrix M �� The
estimations of the FECG�subspace vectors gives FECG
signals free from MECG� Moreover� the coe�cients of
the linear transformation indicate how strongly the dif�
ferent electrodes capture each source signal� from which
better measurement positions may be deduced� Hence�



the achievement is two�fold�
In this paper� three BSS methods� brie�y expounded

in the next section� are used on real ECG data and their
performance is evaluated in terms of both simple visual
inspection and the degree of statistical independence of
the obtained source signals�

� METHODS USED FOR BSS

The methods that are to be evaluated here are� Prin�
cipal Component Analysis �PCA�� Higher�Order Singu�
lar Value Decomposition �HOSVD� and Higher�Order
EigenValue Decomposition �HOEVD�� The source sig�
nals found with the PCA method are second�order in�
dependent� The last two belong to the kind of meth�
ods known as Independent Component Analysis �ICA��
where the higher�order statistical independence of the
source signals is maximised by resorting to the higher�
order statistics of the data matrix Y �

��� PCA Method

It is based on the Singular Value Decomposition �SVD�
of the data matrix ����

Y 
 U � S � V T���

where U �p� p� and V �T � p� are orthogonal matrices
containing the left and right singular vectors� respec�
tively� of Y � and S �p� p� is a diagonal matrix with the
singular values of Y � Interesting properties of this type
of matrix decomposition as well as its applications to
Signal Processing can be found in ���� As Y is derived
from linear combination of the q source signals� its rank
should be q and consequently S and V T should have di�
mensions p�q and q�T � respectively� However� because
of the noise� V T actually has dimensions p�T � where its
last �p� q� rows are associated to the noise signals� and
S dimensions p� p� with skk �
 �� for k 
 q  �� � � � � p�
These last elements of S can be used to form an estimate
of the noise variance� from the covariance matrix of Y �
and then to set up a new singular value matrix S� cor�
responding to the noiseless case� Additionally� a new V �

matrix can be formed� which contains only the informa�
tion signals� while the new U � matrix would contain only
the columns of U that correspond to the desired signals�
The noise�free data matrix Y � is calculated from these
new matrices as Y � 
 U � � S� � V �T � Finally� estimations
for M and X are attained through M 
 U � � S� and
X 
 V �T �

��� ICA�HOSVD Method

This method� which is formally introduced in ��� and
���� makes use of both plain and higher�order SVD� It
also uses the fourth�order cumulants of the observed sig�
nals� In the �rst place� the matrix M is factorized as
M 
 B �Q where B has dimensions p�q and Q �q�q� is
orthogonal� B is determined by the second�order statis�
tics of Y � namely its covariance matrix� in combination

with its SVD� which yield B 
 U �S� Note that this cor�
responds to the matrix M found in the PCA method�
Then� a four�dimensional array is computed as a func�
tion of the fourth�order cumulant of Y �

� 
 CY
� �� B

� �� B
� �� B

� �� B
����

where B� is the pseudoinverse of B and CY
� �i� j� k� l� 


Cum�yi� yj � yk� yl� is the �th�order cumulant of the sig�
nals yi�t�� yj�t�� yk�t� and yl�t�� Applying now the suit�
able properties of higher�order array operations and cu�
mulants ���� it is shown that Q can be calculated as the
left singular matrix of the Higher�Order Singular Value
Decomposition �HOSVD� of ���� Finally� once M has
been obtained� the expression X 
 M� � Y 
 QT � V T

gives the separated source signals� whereM� is the pseu�
doinverse of M and V the right singular matrix of Y �
This method enhances the quality of the separation�
compared with the preceding one� because it exploits
more available information� i�e�� the higher�order statis�
tical properties of the data signals�

��� ICA�HOEVD Method

A set of stochastic processes are statistically indepen�
dent if and only if all their cross�cumulants are null� In
order to achieve the maximum statistical independence
at order r� the sum of the squares of all marginal cumu�
lants of order r has to be maximised ����
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where Cumr�xi� is the rth�order marginal cumulant of
the signal xi�t�� It is also proved that it is su�cient
to consider only pairwise cumulants� For two signals
and considering �th�order statistical independence� the
criterion ��� becomes�

� 
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If X 
 �xi� xj�T and X� 
 �x�i� x
�
j �
T are the signals be�

fore and after the maximisation� then X� 
 Q �X� where
Q is the Givens rotation matrix�
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and the angle � is obtained from the maximisation of
���� To extend this to more than two signals� estima�
tions of the transfer matrix and source signals are found
from the SVD of Y � as in the PCA method� Then� the
procedure for the maximisation of the pairwise �th�order
independence is applied to all the q�q � ���� pairs of
source signals� After every calculation ofQ� the matrices
M and X are updated as M �
M �QT and X �
 Q �X�
where Q is similar to ��� but with dimensions q� q� All
this sweep of the source signals pairs is repeated until the
convergence of the algorithm� The method is called HO�
EVD because the procedure is similar to a higher�order



extension of the Jacobi algorithm for the computation
of the EigenValue Decomposition �EVD�� achieved by
the diagonalization of a matrix�

� APPLICATION TO REAL ECG DATA

��� Description of the Data

The experimental data consists of � recordings taken
from a pregnant woman� which are shown in Figure ��
The sampling frequency is fs 
 ��� Hz and the number
of samples T 
 ����� so the duration of the signals is ��
s� The �rst signals are taken from the abdominal region�
Even though the foetal ECG is much weaker then the
maternal one� it is detectable� The next three recordings
are taken from the thoracic region� In these the foetal
ECG is not detectable at all� Although the thoracic
signals consist mostly of MECG� they are essential for
the success of the method� Our purpose is to remove
the MECG signals from the abdominal recordings and�
to do this� we need clear MECG signals with the least
possible contribution of FECG� This kind of signals are
obtained from the thoracic region�

��� Performance of the Methods

In order to evaluate the performance of the meth�
ods� the source signals given by each of them appear in
Figures �� � and �� From these �gures we see that the
PCA method reveals only two clear MECG source sig�
nals ��st and �nd signals in Figure ��� Regarding the
FECG source signals� the �rst one is found to have a
low frequency �uctuation� With the use of the second
method� the ICA�HOSVD� these problem are overcome�
The three MECG sources appear now clear �Figure ��
and the �uctuation of the FECG source signals disap�
pears� The only disadvantage of the method is that the
second FECG source signal is slightly more noisy� The
third method� the ICA�HOEVD� presents almost similar
behaviour to the last one� Moreover� the second FECG
source signal is improved �Figure ���
In addition to this visual test� a parameter to measure

the quality of the separation is de�ned in terms of the
cumulants of the resultant sources�
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 E
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where kmn 
 Cummn�xi� xj�� For a good separation
Pk � �� so that the cross�cumulants are very close to
zero� The values of this parameter obtained from the
results of each method are in Table �� We observe that
both the last two methods increase the value of the pa�
rameter Pk� which is consistent with the fact that they
maximise the �th�order statistical independence of the
source signals� The ICA�HOEVD gives slightly better
results than the ICA�HOSVD because it is specially de�
signed to get maximum �th�order independence� Note
that the PCA and the ICA�HOSVD are not based on

Parameter Pk PCA HOSVD HOEVD

Mean ������ ������ ������
Std� deviation ������ ������ ������

Table �� Results of the separation in terms of the sta�
tistical independence of the obtained source signals�

this criterion but� in spite of that� the comparison of
the methods based on it gives the same impression as
the comparison based on the �gures�

� CONCLUSIONS

In this contribution� three methods for the BSS problem
have been tested on real ECG signals taken from a
pregnant woman� The three of them have succeeded to
separate the foetal from the maternal ECG� The overall
conclusion is that the ICA methods give signi�cantly
better results than the PCA method� with the ICA�
HOEVD o�ering a slightly better performance than
the ICA�HOSVD� In short� the ICA can be seen as a
higher�order re�nement of the PCA which considerably
improves the achieved separation�
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Figure �� ��channel electrocardiogram recording�
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Figure �� Source signals from the PCA method�
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Figure �� Source signals from the ICA�HOSVD method�
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Figure �� Source signals from the ICA�HOEVD method�


